
 

Fall 2021 – Grants for Greatness Recipients     

Recipient School Project Name Award  

Brandi Miller Caldwell Elementary WIN Time $220 
“W.I.N. Time” (What I Need). - During this allotted time each day, students will be able to receive interventions and enrichment in reading or math specific to 
what they need.  This grant will provide my students with individual “W.I.N. Time” bags that will hang from their desks.  These bags will be filled with a variety 
of tools (Legos, play doh, pop its, Wikki Stix, mini journals, flash cards, stress ball, etc.) and at certain points in the day, students would be given “W.I.N. Time” 
(What I Need) to take a brain break.  They would be allowed to choose which tool bests meets their desired need for that moment, and refocus their minds 
and bodies so that more learning can occur.   

Elisa Burg Jewett School of the Arts SIPPS Into Reading Instruction $210 
For the last two years, students have had struggles with quarantine and exposures. This led to some or most of the students losing instructional time that is 
foundational skills. To assist them during a very important school year, students would be provided lessons through SIPPS lessons. SIPPS means “Systematic 
Instruction in Phonological Awareness, Phonics, and Sight Words.” These various lessons will assist in gaps that may have been missed or to enrich the same 
skills, such as for students who are ELL. 

Becky Greshel Bok Academy Escape Rooms for FSA Review $220 
This grant will provide access to high quality, teacher created escape rooms via a lifetime membership to an escape room bundle that will continue to grow as 
new concepts are developed. The membership gives access to all escape rooms created by the content writer but also a private forum and Facebook group to 
allow more collaboration with other teachers using the material. The escape rooms will be used throughout the year to review for tests and ultimately for end 
of the year review for FSA. Students find a change in their typical routine exciting and fun - sometimes they even forget they are doing math. Students will 
have to complete multiple challenges as a group in order to pass different levels and ultimately escape! 

Christina Spila Hillcrest Elementary Squishy Human Body Connection $150 
This grant will provide my students with a hands-on experience to see within the human body.  They will have an opportunity to see exactly how the body 
works. They can take a fascinating tour of the human body as they remove 21 realistic vital organs, bones, and muscles using the included forceps and 
tweezers; then rebuild the model from the toes to skullcap. Within our curriculum, we learn about the human organs and their jobs; so, as we learn about 
them, we can see where they are located in the body and how they connect to other parts of the body.   

Kerry Vogel Bok Academy Escape Room Transformation $220 
This project will include a bundle of Escape Rooms through Scaffolded Science and Math that include most of our current Florida math standards. These 
escape rooms are tied with our Sunshine State Standards, in which students are required to show proficiency in by the end of the school year. These escape 
rooms will provide the needed review and spiraling necessary to continue practicing to show that proficiency in a fun, collaborative way.  

Vickie Laroche Garden Grove Elementary Expand a Mind, Change a Life of a Child $230 
Funds from this grant would be used to purchase a newer, more relevant biography books from the series; Who Is? / Who Was?.  These books are a collection 
of illustrated biographies for young readers featuring significant historical figures, including artists, scientists, and world leaders.  Our school serves 
underprivileged children from various races, cultures, and backgrounds.  Biographies extend a child’s view into the future by learning what others have 
accomplished despite their circumstances therefore it encourages them to dream the big dream and give them hope that they can meet the challenges that 
come their way.  Biographies also tell of real people doing real things which can inspire kids to face their own obstacles with hope and determination by 
sparking their desire to learn and believe they can achieve their dreams or goals.  My hope is that we can make a difference in the lives of our students by 
exposing them to these biographies so that they can see that other people from diverse backgrounds, similar to their own, can make our would a better place.  

 


